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Who? Anyone who is involved in a wood flooring project. Building/School
owner, Homeowner, Builder, Wood Flooring Contractor, Wood Flooring
Manufacturer, and Wood Flooring Distributor.

What? The Fidbox®! An electronic device [data logger] that offers a
professional approach to determine the consistency of the environmental
conditions where a wood floor is installed. This would include every type of
wood construction, i.e., solid or engineered and over all types of subfloors
including radiant heat.

Where? The Fidbox® gets installed into the bottom of your wood floor. The 
contractor routers a cavity for the FidBox® to fit into. Then, the wood flooring,
containing the Fidbox®, is installed in a high traffic area where it will NOT be
covered by furniture or an area rug. It is recommended that 1 Fidbox® be
installed in every heat zone of a radiant heat subfloor.

Why? This device will eliminate the claims that plague the wood floor
industry with a proactive approach by letting the owner know that the floor
needs attention, due to an inconsistent environment, before the floor
experiences irreconcilable damage.

How? By using a Fidbox® [data logger] with a Bluetooth® enabled mobile
device that communicates with the Fidbox® to alert the owner that the
environment is outside of the manufacturer’s requirements, which could
compromise the warranty provided by the wood floor manuacturer.
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Who?
Commercial buildings/Mall/Museums/ Art

Galleries
Homeowners

Multi-family housing/High Rises
Schools “Sports Floors”

Anywhere you will find a wood floor!
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Subfloor side Flooring side

Diffusion-resistant
duct tape

3 ¾“

Sensor

2.07“

.27“

Dimensions

What?
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Fidbox® – Moisture collection points

Measurement Points

Floor Material side Sub-floor side

Careful:
NO adhesive

at the measuring point!!
If 100% coverage [of adhesive] is

required, use the flat end of the trowel to
spread the adhesive where the Fidbox® is

installed.
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Where?

Placing the Fidbox® under a rug or furniture can affect the data
So, please avoid placement under the rug or furniture.

1 for every heat zone is recommended
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Fidbox® – Installation Preparation
Step 1 – removal of the flooring material with a
router
Step 2 – insert Fidbox ® using double side tape, 
included on Fidbox ®.
Step 3 – install the section into the pre-selected
location
Step 4 − don’t forget to document the location of
the Fidbox®
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Fidbox® – Installation
Can be installed either loose lay or fully adhered Ensure that no
adhesive blocks the sensor
Place the hardwood flooring panel in place – finished!

See the placement guide from FloorProtector.
Available as download from the website. www.floorprotector.at

No adhesive on floor near sensor!

The Fidbox® at work
Measuring material climatic conditions from above and below

Measuring sensor for the hardwood material surface

Measuring sensor for the screed level

Wood Flooring climate: directly on/in flooring
- relative humidity above and below the
flooring
- temperature at wood flooring level
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Why?

This could have been completely avoided!!
90-95% of all claims are moisture related….can
you prove where the moisture or the lack there of
is coming from?
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How?

The consumer will be able to use their Bluetooth® equipped mobile device
[IOS or Android platforms] to view the health of their wood floor, based on
relative humidity and temperature located within the flooring, on a daily
basis, if so desired. The app will warn the owner of any issues where
corrective actions need to take place to avoid potential damage.
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On your mobile device download the app on
either iOS or Android based platforms

You will be prompted for: Username/Password

Username is suggested to be the owners last
name, i.e., Johnson or work order number

Usernames can not be duplicated so Smith, 
Jones, Johnson, Taylor are likely all taken. 

Password is suggested to use 123…no need 
for a complicated password..nor would any 
want to steal your wood flooring data. 

Locating the Fidbox® app

IMPORTANT
There is only 1 serial number per 
Fidbox; however multiple family 
members CAN log into the 
username and password..this has 
changed from previous parameters.
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Initializing your Fidbox® app

Please see FidBoxAp.pdf for full details
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Measurement Data as seen on the App

After clicking on the display button you will see the
measurement data screen.

The measurement data screen shows
temperature readings in floor and humidity in floor
and screed. The data shown is taken from the most
recent measurement of the Fidbox and is visualized
in colored scales

By swiping the scales screen from right to left you will
get the detail view screen. This screen shows the
most recent measurement taken by the Fidbox.
The data is displayed in numbered values, showing
the exact temperature/humidity (Actual) and the
specified boundary values (Target). Exceeded
values are displayed in red.

By swiping the screen once again from right to left
you get the historical data readings.
More on how to use this screen is located in 
“Historical Data”.
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Fidbox® WARNING System
After a successful synchronization, the app will inform
the user about possible warnings regarding the floor-
temperature or humidity. Furthermore it will provide a
simple tip, about what the user can do to improve the
situation.

There are the four possible scenarios:

1.Floor Temperature is TOO LOW
2.Floor Temperature is TOO HIGH
3.Relative Humidity is TOO LOW
4.Relative Humidity is TOO HIGH

Please see FidBoxAp.pdf for full details
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2. Landscape chart view (big chart):

The bottom part is the
”navigator“: It always shows you the
complete history. The blue part is the
area you see above (big chart). You
can drag the blue part and the big
chart will be updated. You can also
change the ver5cal start and end line
of the blue part to change the view
of the big chart.

Historical Data downloaded with a
mobile device

The data can be displayed in two different chart-views.

1. Portrait chart view (small chart):

You can easily switch between temperature and humidity by clicking
on the respective symbol or by clicking on the middle symbol
temperature and humidity are displayed simultaneously.

If you touch the lines (points) you get detailed informa5on about the
measurement points.

The red lines visualize the boundaries for the currently shown
value.

Generally the portrait view is not prac5cal for detailed analysis,
only for a quick look at the measurement data. If you want to have a
better look, switch to the landscape chart by clicking on the button.



1. Log	into	your	app.
2. Choose	the	device	you	want	to	

share	the	data	with	another	
person.

3. Touch	the	pencil	icon
4. Scroll	down	and	touch	“share”
5. Enter	an	email	of	an	existing	

account	(it	does	not	require	any	
purchase	to	have	an	account).	
This	is	how	a	contractor	
monitors	several	installed	boxes.	

3.	

4.

5.

1.	

2.	
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Historical data ready to be sent by E-Mail
The pdf file contains temperature and humidity measurements
for the selected time period. The navigator at the bottom
of each chart shows the full measurement time period. Report
will include a spreadsheet too!
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FidBox® – Hmbox Dongle

Insert your dongle…

The dongle can be purchased through 
your distributor and is used as an 
antenna until the software is 
purchased online through Google 
Chrome. Everyone gets 30 days at NO-
Charge until the software is purchase 
and dongle is inserted.
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Fidbox®  and Hmbox – Reporting

Any field outside of the range shows up in Red, if too 
high, or blue, if too low, on the software but does not 
print in those colors. 
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SUMMARY AND BENEFITS:

Sales North America wood flooring $2,684,000,000

Percentage of claims 5%-7%= $161,040,000 (6%)

Claims based on moisture: 90%-95% (92.5%)

Total amount of risk: $148,962,000

With the Fidbox®, a proactive approach to warning the
building owner of moisture related conditions, could save
the industry over 100 million dollars. Is the Fidbox® worth
the investment? That dollar amount does not include the
amount of money it would take to remove the old flooring,
reimburse the building owners costs to vacate the
premises or even the re-installation costs, labor or
product.

Consider the Fidbox® your check engine light….who
would knowingly drive their car after this light
illuminates… we have to wonder who would let their wood
floor investment go after their mobile device sent a
WARNING!
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